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ASI Electrics has been leading the way in large-scale, complex project delivery 
thanks to our depth of experience and our committed ‘make it happen’ attitude.

Blue chip clients in health and education, retail, commercial and residential 
sectors rely on us to provide specialist teams to meet their needs.  At ASI we provide 
a range of services including electrical design, turn key electrical installations, 
electrical refrigeration, engineering and value enhanced solutions to provide an 
all-encompassing outcome for our clients.

We assemble the right teams and develop collaborative relationships to ensure 
that every project we participate in is delivered safely, on time, on budget and to 
the very highest standards.

Our reputation is built on our ability to ‘make it happen’, and our record of success 
attests to our commitment to exceeding our clients’ expectations and the repeat 
work that results from this.

Company
Overview
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Environment
At ASI Electrics we all take the time to understand the 
importance of managing the environments in which 
we operate.

ASI Electrics has notable experience in operating 
within stringent quarantine regulations, and in 
managing environmental guidelines such as nature 
reserves.

We are highly sensitive to the overriding need to 
consider and protect our natural environments, so 
that we can preserve the land for future generations 
to enjoy.

Success
Shared

At ASI Electrics we strive for Shared Success. This is achieved by 
developing high performing teams that are aligned to our vision 
and values.

Shared success is dependent upon strong professional 
relationships and having genuine conversations.

We know that if we succeed, then all our valued clients and partners 
also succeed. This integrated approach begins with our people 
and the belief that together we can develop trusting relationships 
with all stakeholders to achieve long term mutual goals.

Community
ASI Electrics is a responsible business, and that 
means we are responsible for all our actions – socially, 
ethically and environmentally. 

As well as providing local employment, we support a 
range of ongoing initiatives that help create healthy, 
vibrant and cohesive communities. 

We believe the best way that ASI Electrics can 
make a broad and meaningful contribution to 
the communities in which we operate is through 
engagement. We do this in a number of ways, such 
as: charity events, corporate friendships, charity 
partnerships, volunteering and donating. 

We see ourselves as part of the communities in which 
we operate, and as such we strive to be positive, active 
and contributing participants in community life.
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Sports and 
recreation
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Wyndham 
Aquatic

Project Details

Builder ADCO Construction

Value $3.5 Million

Completed: 2014

This aquatic development is a leisure centre 
suited for all ages. The features include a 
50m pool, 25m pool, leisure pool with 2 
slides and a tower, spa pool, and a warm 
water pool with recovery and spa zones.
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Ringwood 
Aquatic

Project Details

Builder: Kane Constructions

Value: $3.5 Million

Completed: 2015

Aquanation Ringwood offers a wide 
range of activities that make for a fun and 
enjoyable experience. Its facilities include 
a 50m lap pool, warm water pool, indoor 
water slides, aquatics playground, spa, 
sauna, and steam room. Aquanation 
Ringwood allows you to improve your 
fitness and still have fun. 

A comprehensive facility such as this 
requires an innovative and skilled team in 
order to ensure that all are in compliance 
with building regulations and are safe for 
public use.
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Watermarc 
Gainsborough
Aquatic

Builder: ADCO 

Value: $4.5 Million

Completed: 2013

With over four floors of sports and 
recreational amenities, Watermarc 
boasts the largest indoor/outdoor water 
slide in the southern hemisphere. It also 
comes with a 50m Olympic pool, lap 
pools, kids’ pools and play areas. Aside 
from the pools, there is also a large gym, 
sauna, multi-purpose room, café, and 
several offices.

Project Details
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Frankston 
Aquatic

Project Details

Builder: ADCO

Value: $2.8 Million

Completed: 2014

Featuring a range of aquatic facilities, 
families will be kept entertained for 
an entire day. With pools suitable for 
all ages, it is the perfect place to enjoy 
regardless if you have a toddler or a 
teenager. Frankston’s award-winning 
AquaPlay Playground features a toddler 
pool, exciting multi-level landings, and 
many slides. The longest and most 
exhilarating one is the Python raft 
waterslide, which is 114 metres long. 

“Delivering quality 
design and sustainable 

outcomes safely by 
dedicated people. ”

Beau Ferguson - Design Manager ASI Electrics
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Glen Eira 
Sports and 
Aquatic Centre

Project Details

Builder: Hansen Yuncken

Value: $7.3 Million

Completed: 2013

Owned and operated by the Glen Eira 
City Council, the Glen Eira Sports and 
Aquatic Centre (GESAC) is one of the best 
sports and aquatic centres in Australia. 
The facility was designed to cater to the 
whole community by providing them 
with leisure, recreation and wellbeing 
opportunities. GESAC is suited for all 
ages, from infants aged six months to 
adults from 75 years old onwards.

The facility is a sight to behold as it 
includes the following features: 50m 
outdoor pool with 8 lap lanes, 25m 
indoor pool with 8 lap lanes, two water 
slides, gymnasium with state-of-the-
art equipment, aquatic wellness area 
(spa, sauna, steam room), exercise 
studio, indoor stadium with three multi-
purpose courts, and many more. There 
is even a pool that kids are sure to enjoy 
with its interactive water features and 
play equipment.
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ASI Electrics 

33/35 Geddes St
Mulgrave VIC 3170

03 9800 3866

asielectrics.com
info@asielectrics.com


